Library overview
3D characters and objects

Browse various scene examples below and discover all of the ready-to-use 3D models available to create with in the CoSpaces Edu Pro Library!

All characters and animals can be brought to life using a variety of animations. Most objects can be customized by editing their dimension, texture, color and more.

* 3D models marked with an asterisk are available in CoSpaces Edu Pro.

Characters
- Bathroom sink with pedestal*
- Bathroom cabinet*
- Building blocks

Bathroom:
- Bathtub with shower*
- Bathroom sink with pedestal*
- Bathroom cabinet*
- Building blocks

Living room:
- Spiral staircase*
- Armchair*
- Spiky plant*
- TV*
- Low board*
- Tablet*
- Coffee table*
- Door
- Desk*
- Vase*
- Quad window*
- Blinds*
- Amphora*
- Adjustable Window*
- Building blocks
- Office chair*

Lower living room:
- Characters*
- Skateboard
- Bistro table*
- Bar stool*
- Cat
- Filled bookshelf*
- Life preserver
- Champagne glass*
- Coffee table*
- Spiky plant*
- Building blocks

Kitchen:
- Kitchen cupboard*
- Row of books*
- Book*
- Closet*
- Table lamp*
- Night stand*
- Adjustable sofa*
- Champagne bottle*
- Champagne glass*
- Coffee table*
- Spiky plant*
- Building blocks
- Kitchen counter*
- Kitchen counter with sink*
- Fridge*
- Kitchen cupboard*
- Quad window*
- Blinds*
- Dog
- Dog bowl*
- Wooden chair
- Dining table*
- Plate*
- Fork*
- Butter knife*
- Bowl*
- Mistletoe*
- Book*
- Halloween Pumpkin
- Wreath*
- Laurel wreath*
- Frypan*
- Building blocks

Outside:
- Characters*
- Eiffel tower*
- Four story building*
- Front door*
- Sun ranger*
- Park bench*
- Pine tree (sparse)*
- Pine tree (small)*
- Wooden chair
- Firefighter man*
- Pram
- Wheelchair
- Swan
- Duck*
- Cat
- Raccoon*
- Rabbit
- Hedgehog*
- Dog
- Backpack
- Champagne bottle*
- Champagne glass*
- Stone
- Mossy rock*
- Toadstools*
- Clouds
- Grass long*
- Water lilies*
- Public bin
- Picket fence
- Airplane
- Building blocks
